In the last five years, a new application for high performance pulsed power program has joined the traditional family of radiation source applications in the Stockpile Stewardship. This new application is the production of high energy density environments in materials for the study of material properties and hydrodynamics in complex geometries. The principle tool for producing high energy density environments is the high precision, magnetically imploded, near-solid density liner. The most attractive pulsed power system for driving such experiments is an ultra-high current, low impedance, microsecond time scale source that is economical both to build and operate.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last few years have seen a new application fix high performance pulsed power supporting the Stockpile Stewardship program added to the traditional family of radiation s o m e applications. This new application is the use of pulsed power to produce high energy density environments for the study of material properties under extreme conditions and d hydrodynamics in complex geometries. The principle tool for producing the high energy density environments is the high precision, magnetically imploded, near-solid density liner. The most attractive pulsed power system for driving such experiments is an ultra-high current, low impedance, microsecond timescale source that is both economical to build and reliable to operate.
Magnetically imploded liners can produce a variety of high energy density environments. When imploded in free flight to velocities above 10 km/sec and kinetic energies of h m one to 25 MJ/cm of height, liners are attractive impactors for driving strong shocks in the target. Liner systems can deliver multiple shocks to the target, either by employing multiple liners, or by employing reflected shocks, allowing access to both hugoniot and off-hugoniot conditions.
When filled with a suitably compressible material, for example a magnetized h i o n plasma, liners can deliver almost adiabatic compression to the target, converting its kinetic energy into internal energy and dramatically heating the target. When the compressible material is a vacuum magnetic field, flux compression can result in compressed fields above 1000 Tesla in macroscopic (mm scale) volumes. And when the liner surrounds a.
(small) nearly incompressible target material, fa example a condensed noble gas, a liner can deliver enormous pressure to the target, almost isentropically, without strong shocks
LINERS
Magnetically imploded liners offer unique: advantages for high energy density materials experiments. Because energy is delivered to the liner h m the driving magnetic field at the speed of light., magnetically imploded liners can reach velocities higher than those available h m gas guns or planar explosive systems. Higher velocity in the linerimpactor means higher pressures and temperatures in the target. Because the parameters of the electrical drive:
Work Supported by US DOE Requirements on the condition of the liner vary h m experiment to experiment but most applications share the need for a high degree of symmetry and uniformity in the liner aRer implosion. A variety c f analytic and 1D and 2D computational tools have been applied to predict the behavior of magnetically imploded cylindrical liners. As shown in Fig. 2 , the behavior is not simple. As in all z-pinches, the outer sur$ce of a magnetically imploded liner is unstable to the growth of small perturbations through the magnet+ hydrodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability during acceleration. Therefore, initially small imperfections can grow to become large-scale distortions making liners unusable for many experiments. On the other hand, material strength in the liner should, fhm first principles, reduce the growth rate of RT modes -and material strength can render some combinations d wavelength and amplitude analytically stable. Unfortunately, the same large currents that drive the liner also ohmically heat the outer surfgce resulting in strengthless fluid layer at the unstable fieldflier interface. In some cases the liner may be solid through most of its thickness when it arrives at the target. In other cases it is completely melted. The growth d instabilities in both soft aluminum liners and in high strength aluminum alloy liners has been studied analytically, computationally, and experimentally at liner kinetic energies up to 100 KJ/cm on the Pegasus capacitor bank using driving currents up to 12 MA. Experiments have been performed in which m = 0 (sausage mode) perturbations of amplitudes 10-100 micron and wavelengths fiom a &tion to a few mm have been introduced on the outer surface of the liner.
Growth of the perturbations have been monitored radiographically as shown in Fig. 3 and compared with analytical and 2D simulation.* Notably good agreement between simulation and experimental radiographs has been observed as shown in Fig. 4 i '.. Material strength analytically stabilizes the RT instability and perturbation growth experiments have been conducted with aluminum alloy liners displaying up to an order of magnitude higher (static) yield strength than that of nominal 1100 aluminum? Unfortunately, higher strength alloys also display larger electrical resistivity and a new phenomena called the resistive explosion instability has emerged to limit performance of higher strength lines. This instability is characterized by non-uniform ohmic heating and nonuniform field penetration in the perturbation. This results in non-uniform melting and growth of the instability at rates faster than that predicted by linear theory. Wavelengtldamplitude space showing stability boundaries for one analytic formulation c f perturbation growth. Figure 5 shows the results fbm one analytic . formulation for perturbation growth in strong materidis for accelerations characteristic of Pegasus and Atlas experiments. Experiments comparing e f € i i of su&s finish have been performed and compared with the analytic formulations for instability growth. The results of these experiments indicate that the limits imposed by long wavelength (mm scale) "waviness" in the liner will be more severe than the limits imposed by short wavelength (<IOO-p scale) surfke finish Experiments have also been conducted to explore the stabilizing &em of adding concentric cylindriml shells. Reduction of perturbations on the inner surfke of the second shell is observed, and 2D calculations generally described the experimental results. Finally, one experiment has been performed to assess the efikts of applying the drive magnetic field oblique to the perturbations with the result that instability growth was apparently dramatically reduced.
In general it appears that an adequate suite cf experimental tools, analytic and simulation techniques are available to predict liner behavior.
PULSED POWER FOR HYDRODYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS
The most significant pulsed power performance issues for high energy density hydrodynamics experiments is the delivery of energy at the highest practical currents (lowest impedance) with time-scales matched to the experiments. For liners of radius about While explosive flux compression systems provide access to parameters currently unattainable in labomtory systems, they also provide economical access to more modest parameters on a limited basis. The Ranchero system is being used to address transmission line, power flow, and liner physics issues at Atlas parameters (30MA) during the development and construction phases of the Atlas project. The Ranchero system has successfully driven a nominal Atlas liner through a nominal insulator intatice and a conceptual solid insulated bi-conic transmission line. The Ranchero generator has also delivered Atlas electrical parameters to a 5nH load with rise time somewhat faster than Atlas. Ranchero w i l l permit almost two years of power flow system validation and liner perfonnance characterization prior to the commissioning of Atlas. This dual approach will permit Atlas to perform hydrodynamic experiments shortly aRer its commissioning. 
IV. HYDRODYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS
Experiments planned for Atlas fall into three categories: a) those exploring the properties of (near) normal density materials at extreme pressure and temperature; b) those exploring the hydrodynamic behavior of imploding systems; and c) those 
Material Properties
In the area of material properties experiments, pulsed power driven liners ofFea unique access to simultaneous conditions of high strains and strain rate in macroscopic samples.
Because of cylindrical instabilities. In one family of experiments already conducted on Pegasus, an imploding liner impacts 1x1 azimuthally segmented (pie sectioned) target in which adjacent sections are alternately high density tantalum and low density aluminum. As shown in Fig. 9 , fractional mm diameter lead marker wires are embedded in the aluminum and the targd is radiographed axially as the shock converges and then reflects fiom the axis.
Since the shock runs substantially faster in the aluminum, there is a relative motion at the interface of a fraction to a few mm/ps. Development of the boundary layer motion is diagnosed by curvature and distortion of the wires. The experiment is performed as a fimction of shock strength (relative intefacial velocity), materials, surface condition, and bonding.
In another experiment the liner impacts a hollow target filled with gas or low-density foam. Small perturbations are imposed on the inner surface of the metal target. The magnitude and time history of the pressure pulse in the material is determined by liner impact conditions and by the introduction of a shock "receiver" material (acrylic) between liner and target. Again by radiographing down the axis of the target (Fig. lo) , unstable growth of the perturbations is measured and compared with predictions. Furthermore, cylindrical layers of alternating normal density and reduced (1 grkm') aluminum are observed as the target material exceeds its "spall" strength. 
Properties of Dense Plasmas Implosion Hydrotjtnamics
The cylindrical geometry of pulsed power driven The imploding liner is also an excellent driver for liner experiments also makes it possible to introduce experiments exploring the differential motion c€ materials within the liner in a variety of interesting material at interfaces and the growth of hydrodynamic initial conditions. For example a moderate density iron plasma created by the electrical explosion of an array of aluminum wires can be compressed between the driving liner and a center "anvil" to become a strongly correlated plasma.
Low density spalled Aluminum 6061 -T6 h Figure 10 . Results of an experiment performed on Pegasus to explore instability growth in a shock accelelatedinte~.
In a & m t vein, the liner can be filled with a magnetized fusion plasma initially formed at number density of 10" /cm and 100-200 eV and compressed by the liner at velocities of 1-2 c m / p to reach fusion ignition temperatures.
V. SUMMARY
The development of economical, highly reliable, low impedance capacitor banks coupled to high precision near solid density liners imploding at 10-20 W s e c have made possible the development of a wide variety of hydrodynamic experiments. The uniformity, controllability, and high liner velocities enable experiments not otherwise possible and represent a complement to lasers and nanosecond pulsed power used for radiation driven experiments. The addition d simple, though single use, explosive magnetic flux compressors to deliver another order of magnitude more energy allowing experiments to be extended into regimes of extreme energy density on multi-centimeter target scales.
